

A quorum was present. All votes taken were unanimous.

1. The approval of the minutes of the meetings of Dec. 14, 2011 and Feb. 2, 2012 were approved.

2. A proposal from the Department of Music to change the Degree Requirements for the BS in Music was approved, pending minor editing.

3. Proposals from the Department of Music to create two experimental courses, MST 335 and MSP 350 were approved, subject to minor editing changes.

4. The committee approved proposals from the Department of Music to change the titles, descriptions and prerequisite of MSH 330, 331, 332, 333, and 334, the first (330) with minor editing.

5. A proposal from the Department of Music to change the title, description and credits of MST 496 was approved.

6. The committee approved proposals from the Department of Music to withdraw courses MST 241 and 242.

7. A proposal from the Department of Latin American and Puerto Rican Studies to change the name of the major and minor, the BA Requirements and the minor Degree Requirements was approved.

8. Proposals from Department of Latin American and Puerto Rican Studies to create new courses LAC(AAS)306, LAC(LPR)312, LAC(LPR) 314, LAC(LPR)(MMS) 353, LPR(LAC)(HCD) 348 were approved, subject to minor editing.

9. The committee approved proposals from the Department of Latin American and Puerto Rican Studies to create new courses LAC(LPR)321 and 301, LAC 242 and LPR 269.

10. Proposals from the Department of Latin American and Puerto Rican Studies to change the alpha code, number, title, description and prerequisites of PRS(LAC)
237 was approved.

11. Proposals from the Department of Latin American and Puerto Rican Studies to change the alpha codes of PRS(LAC) 350, PRS(HIS) 212, PRS(LAC) 214, LAPRS(POL) 234, PRS 311(SOC 250), PRS(LAC) (MMS) 319 and PRS(LAC) 349 were approved.

12. The committee approved proposals from the Department of Latin American and Puerto Rican Studies to change the alpha code, title, description and prerequisites of PRS 309 and the alpha code and description of PRS 213.

13. Proposals from the Department of Latin American and Puerto Rican Studies to change the alpha code and prerequisites of PRS(HIW) 300, PRS 307, 410 and 308, and PRS(LAC) 341 and 360 were approved.

14. The committee approved proposals from the Department of Latin American and Puerto Rican Studies to change the numbers of LAC(SPA) 332, LAC(HIW) 352 and PRS 242(LAC) 231.

15. A proposal from the Department of Latin American and Puerto Rican Studies to change the course description of LAC(HIS) 225 was approved.

16. Proposals from the Department of Latin American and Puerto Rican Studies to change the alpha code, Note and Credits of PRS (LAC) 490 was approved, pending minor editing.

17. Proposals from the Department of Latin American and Puerto Rican Studies to withdraw courses PRS(LAC) 302 and 303 and PRS courses 310, 401, 404 and 430 were approved.

18. The committee approved proposals from the Dept. of Sociology to create new courses SOC 220 and 223 and experimental course SOC 320.

19. A proposal from the Department of Physics to create an experimental course PHY 150, was approved.

20. A proposal from the Department of English to change the BA requirements was approved.

21. The UCC join with the Ad Hoc Committee and hold its next meeting on Feb. 22 at 1:00 in Carman 263.

Respectfully submitted,
Barbara Jacobson